Surgical School has for a number of years been made the opportunity of the delivery of an introductory address; and, in order of seniority of lectureship, I am called upon to-day to fulfil the task of breaking the silence of the vacation, and of sounding the alarm note which is the prelude to the regular work of the session.
To the senior students who have returned once again to these benches, and whose familiar faces connect bygone years with the present, let me, in a word, in the name of my colleagues and myself, bid you most heartily welcome back again to the scene of your professional labours: and to the junior students, who this year begin their medical career, and who occupy the benches of a medical and surgical class-room for the first time, let me as heartily bid you welcome to these rooms.
That senior and junior students should each in their turn have imparted to them an enlightened and well-grounded knowledge of the profession of medicine and surgery is the earnest desire of all my colleagues and myself, and that after-success in life may be the lot of you all is the heartfelt wish of each one of us.
In the professional study of In the prisons of England the quality and nature of the diet varies so much that the cost per head ranges from Is. 2d. to 5s. and even 7s. each week.
In common-sense cooking, when soup only is being prepared, the meat is put into the water when it is cold, and the whole is then gently warmed; whilst, when the meat is required as well, it should be placed at first in hot water, which coagulates the exterior albuminous ingredients, and thus forms a skin or coating which retains the most of the nutritious elements. Even in the latter case, however, some of the feeding qualities of the meat pass into the soup, and therefore the latter should be partaken of along with the meat. Till lately, the meat supplied to the soldiers of the British army was boiled, and the soup being thrown away, the toiled meat was alone given in the rations. This system of robbing the meat of much of its strength has been done away with, and the establishment of a school of cookery at Aldershot has done mncli, and will still do more, to The average death-rate of the people of similar ages in the 24 large towns of England was 11*9 in 1000, and taking Manchester alone, 12*4 in 1000.
The health of the British army in India has called forth public attention, and has formed the subject of a royal commission on its sanitary state. The mortality among the European troops in peace and war times has averaged 69 in 1000, and this excessive proportion on the army strength of 73,000 men is equal to 5,037 deaths per annum.
Much of this mortality is due to want of proper barrack-room, and to over-eating and over-drinking. Had your time permitted, I would have desired to refer to other topics of interest at the present time, such as the indestructibility of matter and of force, leading to the conservation of force, and its relations to the animal structure, and how the food of the animal not only ministers to the growth and sustainment of the bodily frame, but also supplies the force which is exerted by each of us in our daily work, whether that be the work of the hand or of the head. But I trust I have said sufficient, on subjects collateral with strict medicine and surgery, to show you that there are various topics of vast interest to the public in general, of which the medical practitioner ought to be cognizant. He ought to remember always, that liis professional vocation is next to that of the clergyman, the most noble and sacred of all professions, and that his position in life demands that he possess an enlightened knowledge of even everyday and common-sense subjects. True science should be studied for its own sake,?for the knowledge it gives us of the workings of the great world around us, and the insight it affords us of the beneficent plans and designs of the great Creator and Upholder of the Universe.
